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2 Description / Field of Application
The area sensor FA 30 WCx PA... includes three measuring methods:
- Pattern Matching with/without position control
- Area test: Contrast
- Area test: Grey-Level
to solve various applications in automation technology, e.g.:
- Attendance check
- Completeness check
- Check of correct positional arrangement in feeding applications
- Imprint check
- Label check
- Emptiness check
- Edge detection
- Position detection
- and many more ...
The sensor has a integrated white-light illumination for object detection, alternatively the sensor can also
operate with an external lighting. In order to have a comfortable tool for choosing the field of view and the
measuring area along with the parameters, the PC software is included in delivery. If an application makes it
necessary to detect several patterns, it is possible to define and store up to five Patterns together with their
parameters and they can be chosen via a digital input.
The sensor is available in two different technologies: the image recording of type FA 30 WCM PA ... is based
on a CMOS chip, whereas type FA 30 WCC PA ... is based on a CCD chip.

3 Basics

The sensor consists of three analysis methods.

3.1

Pixel / Resolution

The expression pixel is an abbreviation for picture element.
An image that is stored electronically consists out of a number of such picture elements. The bigger the total
number of pixel of one image, the bigger also the resolution.
When saving the image in the computer memory, one pixel occupies one storage cell. That means that
images with a high resolution (many pixel) need more space in memory and more processing time in the
respective computer.

Image with 5x5 pixel
25 pixel

Image with 10x10 Pixel
100 pixel

Comparison of the two images: the image on the right has the double resolution of the one on the left (four
times as many pixels), i.e. it will need four times as much space in memory than the left one and when
processing the image, it will take four times longer than the left one.

3.2

Grey level value

Every pixel in black/white systems like the FA30 WCC ... has a grey level value. The grey value represents
the luminance of the respective pixel. The grey level value ranges from 1 = black to 256 = white.
1

128
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4 Evaluation Methods
4.1

Area Test: Grey Level

The area test Grey Level Threshold works with the following principle:
The sensor treads all pixel under the grey value 128 as black. The setting of the threshold controls, how
many black pixel are allowed in the image. With the shutter setting, the number of pixel that are recognized
as black pixel can be varied.
Example:
Object representation:
Shutter setting:
The value of the threshold determines how many black pixel (grey value < 128) are allowed in the image to
pass the test. The position of the black pixel in the image does not matter.
Example: These two pictures provide the same results
using the area test Grey Level Threshold, as in both
pictures 9 out of 25 pixel are recognized as black.
Assuming the threshold here would be set to ten,
the following pictures would be detected
as correct:
Application example:
In the final test of a sensor production line the presence of a label on sensors that are situated on an
assembly line has to be checked. The text on the label and the location can be widely neglected.
Setting / Display:

Objects identified as good:

Threshold
Run/Teach result

Setting / Display:

Objects identified as bad:

Threshold
Run/Teach result

dark pixels
Color Green
In this test, the settings for the image display were chosen as follows:
That means all the pixel that are identified as black (grey level < 128) are displayed in green on the screen.
Together with this function, the area test is very easy to parameterize.

Procedure:
and adjust the image of the object that the feature you want to detect
• Switch sensor to LiveMode
causes a big luminance difference in the image between good and bad objects. This can additionally be
optimized with the shutter setting. Note: Changes in the ambient light and reflections, e.g. by tilting of the
object, lead to undesired differences in brightness in the image.
Teach
• Place bright object in the field of view of the sensor and press the button
• Choose the threshold that it is situated approximately in the center between the measured values of
good and bad parts (see also application example above).
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4.2

Area Test: Contrast

The area test Contrast works with the following principle:
The dark and bright pixel are rated by their quantity and intensity. For a better understanding, the following
formula can be helpful:
Result = |(sum of grey values of all pixels with grey values < 128) – (sum of grey values of all pixels with grey values > 128)|

Example:
=

= 100 %

=

=

=0%

=

=

≅5%

Application example:
On an assembly line (grey tone) any object should be detected. The objects can be placed in any position
and can have any shape as well as color.
Setting / Display:

Objects identified as bad:

Threshold
Run/Teach result

Setting / Display:

Objects identified as good:

Threshold
Run/Teach result

Procedure:
LiveMode
and adjust the image that, without an object, an area as homogeneous as
• Switch sensor to
possible is visible. This can additionally be optimized with the shutter setting and the sensor alignment.
Note: Changes in the ambient light and reflections, e.g. by tilting of the object, lead to undesired
differences in brightness in the image.
Teach
• Press button:
• Choose the threshold that it is situated approximately in the center between the measured values of
good and bad parts (see also application example above).
Summary Greylevel / Contrast
Method
Pattern

Greylevel
Bargraph
100%

Contrast
Bargraph
<10%

50%

>90%

0%

>10%

The TeachIn in both cases only is used to find the shutter value.
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4.3

Pattern Matching / Position Control

The pattern comparison using the Pattern Matching method works with the following principle:
When teaching the pattern, it will be taken from the measuring field and stored in the sensor. In the RunMode the sensor then looks in the current image for the position with the best match with the teached object.
If the match with the stored Pattern is bigger than the chosen threshold, the object is considered as good.
Example: the following pattern is stored in the sensor:

In the next three image examples the object would be detected with a match of 100%, as the teached pattern
is exactly identical, although it is situated on another spot in the image, but only in X- and Y-direction shifted
and not rotated.

In these image examples the object would also be detected, however with a match less than 100%.
Depending on the value of the threshold (level of similarity), the results will be positive or negative.

The pattern recognition is up to ± 5 degrees tolerant in respect to rotation. This means that the following
images would also be recognized, here indeed the level of match would be less than 100%, despite the
100% similarity of the pixel. Objects with a rotation bigger than ± 5 degrees are not detected. This fact can
be used for example to check the right orientation of parts in feeding applications.
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Application example Pattern Matching:
In the final test of a sensor production line it has to be checked if the right type of label is attached on the
sensors, which are situated in the same orientation on an assembly line. For that purpose, the type print on
the label shall be used as feature.
The following pattern was teached in:

Setting / Display:

Objects identified as good:

Threshold
Run/Teach result

Regarding the display of the image on the screen a speciality has to be considered: the current image is not
shown in the Run mode to keep processing time as short as possible. The image displayed is always the last
one recorded during the teach in or live mode.
In this image the original position of the pattern in the measuring field is represented by a red frame. Then, in
the Run mode, the position where the sensor detects the pattern is represented by a green frame. If the
pattern is not found, there will be no green frame on the screen. The switching of output OUT3 depends not
only on the detection of the pattern but also on the level of similarity that has to bigger than the threshold.
Setting / Display:

Objects identified as bad:

Threshold
Run/Teach result

4.3.1

Position Control

Additionally to the Pattern matching it is possible to check the position of the detected pattern. For this
purpose a window has to be defined with the position controls. The position window is displayed by a blue
frame or an ellipse. The size of the window can be varied in X and Y direction by the two sliders.
There is now additionally checked in the Run mode, weather the green cross in the center of the green
frame, which marks the position of the recognized object, is located inside the blue frame or outside.
The result of this extra testing is available as second output signal on OUT4. The position detection can only
be activated in the “Pattern Matching” mode and only leads to results if the pattern is detected ( = green
frame visible) and the threshold is reached (OUT3 active).
Position detection with object location inside the blue position window -> good
Position Control

Position detection with object location outside the blue position window -> bad
Position Control
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5 Initial Operation and Alignment
5.1

Connecting the sensor

The connection of the sensor to the power supply and the PLC is realized with the special connection cable
suited for the sensor (see 6.1 and 7). For the temporary connection with the PC to set the parameters of the
sensor, the programming adapter has to be used.
Connect sensor to the supply voltage (+Ub 24VDC / GND). Link the serial interface over the programming
adapter with the PC (COM1 to COM8). Connect inputs and outputs in respect to the application. The
programming adapter is removed after the setting is completed (see 6.1).

Connection scheme, 8 pin connection cabel
Brown (M)
White (K)
Grey (A)
Pink (F)
Yellow (G)
Green (H)
Red (J)
Blue (L)

5.2

+Ub
IN 1
IN 2
OUT 1
OUT 2
OUT 3
OUT 4
GND

Connection schematic

Sensor – PLC
8

Sensor

+Ub / GND
2 outputs max.
4 inputs max.
machine controller

Sensor – PLC - PC / Palm
12
Sensor

PC / Palm
RS232
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5.3

Aligning the Sensor

In order to minimize any disturbing reflections from the object, the sensor has to be mounted with an angle of
min. 15° to the object. The object distance is optimal, when the image in the window “Picture” of the PC
software is sharp. The object distance can be found out by looking at the type declaration on the label and
then at the table of chapter 1.2 “Sensor Types”.
min. 15°

Object distance
Height of
field of view

A

Width of field of view

5.4

Field of View (Picture), Measuring Field (Pattern)

When using the detection methods “Contrast” and “Grey Level Threshold” there is only the whole field of
view relevant, the measuring field is not active.
The method “Pattern Matching” uses only the area inside the measuring field to teach a pattern, which is
then matched. The matching is done over the whole field of view and the pattern is recognized when the
level of similarity is high enough (-> threshold).
Using Pattern Matching, two shapes of measuring field can be defined:
Measuring field “Normal”

TOP mark

field of view

1/3

m. field
(1/9 of f.
o. view)
1/3

1/3

Measuring field „Wide“
field of view
measuring field
(2/9 of field of view)

1/3
1/3

TOP mark

1/6

2/3

1/6

1/3

5.4.1

Alignment
In order to minimize disturbing reflexes from the measuring object or changing reflexes and shadows (e.g.
caused by different exemplar positions, small production differences,...), the sensor should always be tilted
with min. 10-15°. This should be evaluated during tests and setting up procedures, to receive a stable image
in the live image mode.
The “TOP” mark on the Type Plate marks the upper end of the picture.

5.4.2

Field of view / Measuring field >> always as small as possible
The more the area of the measuring field is filled with relevant features, which help to differ between good
and bad parts, the more stable run the detection method and with it the whole application. That means, the
field of view and measuring field should be chosen as small as possible (see 7, proportion measuring
window to feature size). By the menu “Picture size = Center or Full Pic” the field of view and measuring field
can be zoomed in by the factor 2:1 (see 6.6.9).
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6
6.1

Configuration with the PC Software
System Requirements

PC with an installed and working operating system Microsoft WINDOWS 95, 98, 2000, WINDOWS ME, NT
or XP. At least one free serial interface is necessary (COM1 to COM8).
The software SensoPart Sensor Control was developed exclusively for the parametrisation of SensoPart
sensors. SensoPart does not provide any warranty or liabilities for damages that occur because of the
installation or the operation of SensoPart Sensor Control.

6.2

Installation of the PC Software

To install the software, insert the enclosed disk in the disk drive (normally drive A). In the menu “Start”, “
„Execute“ write “A:\install_e”. Now the installation is running, the folder „C:\Programme\SENSOPART_FA30“
is created and the program files are copied there. Afterwards the software is started automatically. If the
program should be once deleted, there is an uninstall tool also in the program folder.

6.3

Start Screen

TOP mark on Type Plate

The screen display of the PC software “SensoPart Sensor Control FA30“ consists of three windows:
1. “SensoPart Sensor Control FA30“: here, all parameters can be set (see 3.5)
2. „Picture“: shows the field of view of the sensor and the location of the measuring field (= red frame in the
center) as well as the green frame of the recognized pattern when using the Pattern Matching method (in
the Run mode)
If the position monitoring is active, the allowed limits of the position deviation are also displayed as a
blue rectangle or ellipse (see 3.5.2.9).
3. „Pattern“: displays the teached pattern (same as the contents of the red frame = measuring window). Is
only shown when the method Pattern Matching is chosen. (“Picture” and “Pattern” are empty during the
first start)

6.4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

User Interface „SensoPart Sensor Control FA30“ The window is divided into five parts:
Connection: Settings of the RS232 interface used for the communication between PC and sensor.
Pictures: Display settings of the field of view in the window “Picture”.
Pattern: Display settings of the pattern (= measuring field) in the window “Pattern”.
Current configuration: Sensor parameters and I/O’s.
Action: Choice and display of the current actions.
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6.5

Adjustable Parameters (detailed description see following pages)
(A) Connection
♦
♦
♦

COM 1 .. 8: choose PC interface
(AutoFind, 9600 ... 115200): baud rate PC, AutoFind searches
automatically for the in the camera adjusted rate
Buttons „Connect“ and “Disconnect“ for the connection and
disconnection to the sensor

(B) Picture, display of the chosen field of view
♦
♦

Get JPEG: save Picture file on hard disk
LiveMode: acquire live images and display in „Picture“
>> Alignment of the sensor
♦
Quality: Resolution of live picture >> transmission time
♦
Size: e. g. 640x480 displayed picture size/ resolution
With function greylevel only
♦
Color selection, No coloring, Bright pix or Dark pix colored
♦
Color: select color for bright/dark pixel

(C) Pattern, (Teached pattern)
♦
♦

♦

Size: e. g. 400x160 Pattern display size
Get / Send pattern from/ to the sensor (RAM, working memory)
Load / Save from/to disk: load/save pattern from/to hard disk

(D) Configuration, load/save parameter settings
Buttons: load/save configurations from/to
♦
PC RAM / working memory / hard disk (file)
♦
Sensor (RAM, non- permanent = RAM / working memory)
♦
Sensor Flash (permanent = Flash)
Config1..5: store up to 5 param. settings, Pattern has to be saved separately
Reinit all: reset all parameters to default values

(E) Action, (displays the current activity)
Run, Trigger (manuell), Teach Buttons

(F) Counters:
1. All Measures, 2. Good Pattern measurings with recognized good pattern,
3. Good Position with also good position
Status line: line for status messages and program advance as bargraph
Exit: Quit program

Current Configurations
Illumination: Off : internal light source off, White integrated white light on
(G) Method: Pattern Matching, Contrast or Grey level.
(H) Pattern Matching size: Normal or Large: Meas. field size small or large,
Fast or Fine low (=fast) or high resolution
(I) Picture size: Full Pic or Center (scale 1:2) = zoomfct. f. picture and
Pattern, (statements under 5.4, 9 and 11 refer to setting Full Pic)
Teach mode: Currently only center available
(K) SPSin mode: Enable, Trigger/Teach, load Config. 1, load Config. 2
(L) Trigger mode:Trigger or Freerun (autom. running self trigger)
(M) Baudrate: set baud rate of sensor (PC is changed automatically)
(N) Shutter: manual exposure setting with slider
(O) Teach shutter: On: shutter determined autom. when teaching pattern
Off: manual settings are taken >> selective over- or underexposure possible
(use live image mode to optimize)
(P) Threshold: set threshold for level of pattern similarity.
(R) Run/Teach result: display of the good (green) /bad (red) output OUT3
and similarity with the teached pattern as bargraph
(S) Position control: calculate position deviation in X a./o. Y, limits are
displayed as blue rectangle or ellipse in window „Picture“, reference point is
the center of the measurement. field *1)
Display of the output OUT 4 = position: good (green)/ bad (red)
Off: no position monitoring, only X / only Y: only one direction checked. X/Y
rectangle / X/Y ellipse detection of both directions as rectangle or ellipse
(T) DX Max: setting of the max. allowed position deviation in X shown in
window “Picture“ as width of the blue rectangle/ellipse
(U) DY Max: setting of the max. allowed position deviation in Y shown in
window “Picture“ as height of the blue rectangle/ellipse
*1) The position analysis and the pattern recognition have an AND relation, i.e. there is
only a valid position signal at output OUT4, if the pattern center is inside the blue position
frame and the teached pattern is recognized with the chosen threshold (OUT3 active).
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6.6

Detailed functional descriptions

6.6.1

To (A) Connection
With „Auto Find“ all baudrates are tested automatically by pressing the button „Connect“ till the correct
baudrate is found or the timeout occurs. All the baudrates can also be chosen manually. At delivery the
sensor is always set to 9600 baud. With the buttons „Connect“ or „Disconnect“ the connection of the sensor
and a PC is done or broken.

6.6.2

To (B) Picture display of the chosen field of view
Get JPEG: saves Picture file on hard disk
LiveMode: acquire live images and display in „Picture“ for alignment of the sensor
Quality: Resolution of live picture (.JPEG >> transmission time)
Size: e. g. 640x480 displayed picture size/ resolution
The following parameters are relevant and active for Area test Grey Level
With No Coloring, Bright Pix or Dark Pix you can chose which pixels should be colored (bright = greyvalue
> 128, dark = greyvalue < 128), and which Color they should have. This is very helpful with area test Grey
Level to check how many pixels are identified as bright or dark pixels by the sensor using e.g. a manually
chosen shutter value.

6.6.3

To (C) Pattern, (teached pattern)
Pattern Size: e. g. 400x160 Pattern display size
Get the pattern from the sensor to the PC, or Send pattern from the PC to the sensor (RAM, working
memory)
Load / Save from/to disk: load/save pattern from/to hard disk

6.6.4

To (D) Configuration, load/save parameter settings

Pattern and parameters from the PC to the Sensor
Parameter
Memorylevel
PC Harddisc
as file
Command
PC RAM
visible in user interface
Command

Pattern

Parameter
(all the rest)

“Load from disk”
Field „Pattern“

„Load config from disk“
Field „Configuration“

„Send“
Field „Pattern“

„Send to sensor“
Field „Configuration“

Sensor RAM
none permanent
Command

Direction of storage
From PC to Sensor

„Save to flash“
Field „Configuration“

Sensor Flash
permanent as Config X
The Pattern an the parameters can be loaden separately. Using the command „Save to flash“ both the
Pattern and the parameters are stored in the flash under the before chosen configuration „Config 1 ...5“
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Pattern and Parameter from the Sensor to the PC
Parameter
Memorylevel
PC Harddisc
as file
Command
PC RAM
visible in user interface
Command

Pattern

Parameter
(all the rest)

„Save to disk“
Field „Pattern“

„Write config to disk“
Field „Configuration“

„Get“
Field „Pattren“

„Get from Sensor“
Field „Configuration“

Sensor RAM
none permanent
Command

Direction of storage
From Sensor to PC

„Load from flash“
Field „Configuration“

Sensor Flash
permanent as Config X
First choose configuration „Config 1 ...5, which should be changed on the sensor and stored to disk. With
„Load from flash“ both, the Pattern and the Parameters, can be stored with only one command into the RAM
of the sensor. Now the Pattern and the Parameters separately can be loaden / stored by the above
mentioned commands to PC and / or harddisk.
With „Reinit all“ all parameters are reset to the default values and the contents of Picture and Pattern are
deleted.
Remark: After switching off and again on of the supply voltage always the Config1 is active ! That means if
other configurations should be used the desired configuration must be chosen via the SPS (or PC).

6.6.5

To (E) Action: (choice and display of the current activity)
Run: Starts Run mode
Trigger: Manual trigger from the software level, simulates external trigger signal (if activated in Trigger
Mode)
Teach: Starts TeachIn

6.6.6

To (F) Counters:
The 3 counters serve as function control when establishing an application. They are all set to zero when the
Run mode is activated.
Counter 1: All measurements: Counts the number of all recorded images and analysis made = trigger.
Counter 2: Good Pattern: Counts the number of all object recognized as good = OUT3
Counter 3: Good Position: Counts the number of all patterns recognized inside the position limits = OUT4
(counts only when position detection is activated and the pattern is recognized above the threshold)

6.6.7

To (G) Method:
Selection of Method: Pattern Matching, Contrast or Grey level, detailed description see 4 Evaluation
Methods.

6.6.8

To (H) Pattern size
Normal / Wide: here, the measuring field is set to 1/3 or 2/3 of the width of the field of view. Which
adjustment makes sense depends on the object which is to detect.
Fast / Fine: here, the resolution in the measuring field is set to Fast (normal setting sufficient for nearly all
evaluations) or Fine (if fine resolution necessary => longer processing time !)
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6.6.9

To (I) Picture size (>> digital zoom)
When changing the settings from „Full Pic” to „Center” the field of view and measuring field are zoomed with
a ratio of 1:2. For example taking a sensor of type FA30WCCPAO12-80M2 with 80mm working distance, the
area of the measuring field (setting: normal) changes from 7 x 5mm2 in Full Pic to 3,5 x 2,5mm2 in the Center
setting. So the measurement field size can be adjusted to the object which is to detect.

6.6.10 To (K) SPSin mode:
Here the function of input IN2 can be chosen. The different possibilities are described in detail under 10 Pin
Assignment and I/O Functions.

6.6.11 To (L) Trigger mode:
Here the trigger mode can be selected as Trigger or Freerun.
If “Trigger” is chosen the sensor reacts to a external connected trigger sensor or to the button “Trigger” in the
field “Action” in the software. If “Freerun” is chosen the software retriggers the sensor automatically as soon
as Run Mode is active.
6.6.11.1 Adjusting the trigger sensor
In the Run Mode the current position where the Pattern is actually detected is shown by the position of the
green frame. With the setting “Trigger” and a connected trigger sensor the deviation between the green
frame and the red frame (= original position of the teached pattern) shows how much and in which direction
the trigger sensor has to be moved to get a more or less identical position of the detection position with the
TeachIn position. Therefore, the alignment of the trigger sensor can be done in the Run mode very easily
and the optimum position can be fixed.

6.6.12 To (M) Baudrate:
Here the baudrate of the sensor is selected. (the PC automatically is adjusted to the same baudrate). For a
fast data and picture transmission, especially in LiveMode, the highest possible baudrate should be fixed.
Remark: If with the use of a Notebook a problem occurs with high baudrates, please reduce baudrate step by
step, as long as the transmission works stable. In some Notebooks the correct voltages for a standardized
transmission via RS232 are not available, which can cause above mentioned problem.

6.6.13 To (N) Shutter:
Manual exposure setting with slider
The manual shutter setting can be activated by the menu item “Teach shutter = OFF” (see “O. By the slider
located above, a selective over- or underexposure can be adjusted. This is often helpful e.g. with partly or
totally transparent objects. With this, disturbing features can be partly or totally suppressed or relevant object
features can be emphasized, which because of that then get significant. With this feature a picture can be
optimized in LiveMode.

6.6.14 To (O) Teach shutter:

On: Shutter determined automatically during TeachIn, to a value with a optimum contrast.
Off: Manual Shutter settings are taken >> selective over- or underexposure possible (use LiveMode to view
and optimize)
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6.6.15 To (P) Threshold:
Set threshold for level of Pattern Matching, Greylevel or Contrast.
In practice even “goodparts” are not 100% identical, also position tolerances or variations in the
environmental light cause that different very identical goodparts not always lead to a 100% similarity with the
teached Pattern.
When a goodpart is teached you have to find out which maximum “Patternmatch” the most critical badparts
and the worst but acceptable goodparts achieve (length of the bargraph below Threshold)
The matching of the good- and the badparts (length of the bargraph) should be as different as possible. The
Threshold slider should be set in the middle position between the bargraph length of the most critical badpart
and the worst but acceptable goodpart.
Remark: Of course also the badparts can be teached to be distinguished from the goodparts with inverted
logic. This is recommended when the characteristics of the badpart are more reproduceable then of the
goodpart.

6.6.16 To (R) Run/Teach result:

Displays the status of output OUT3: Good (green) or Bad (red).
In Run Mode the bargraph shows how good the actually “seen” Pattern corresponds to the teached Pattern.
In Teach Mode the bargraph shows the quality of the pattern which is actually teached.

6.6.17 To (S) Position control: (Only in combination with Method Pattern Matching available)
Calculates position deviation in X a./o. Y. Limits are displayed as blue rectangle or ellipse in window „Picture“
(6.6.20). Reference point is the center of the measurement field = red)
Only when the Pattern Matching function recognizes the teached pattern in the field of view above the
adjusted threshold (OUT3 = Run / Teach result = green), the position deviation of the found pattern (green
frame) to the teached pattern (red frame = measuring field) is determined and output OUT4 is active
depending if the center of the green frame is inside the chosen limits for X and/or Y (blue frame). For this
reason, if the position deviation is most important in the application, it makes sense to choose the threshold
for the Pattern Matching as low as acceptable, so that the position detection runs stable.
The settings are as follows:
There are four different evaluation possibilities:
1. Only the deviation in X direction should be evaluated.
2. Only the deviation in X direction should be evaluated.
3. The deviation in X and Y direction should be evaluated and they form together a rectangle.
4. The deviation in X and Y direction should be evaluated and they form together an ellipse.
In the menu item “Position control“ it is possible to disable the position detection with “Off”.
However, if one of the four evaluation modes mentioned above is chosen, the position detection is active and
affects output OUT4. With the two sliders „DX Max“ and „DY Max“ the allowed position deviation in X and/or
Y can now be set. The setting is displayed depending on the evaluation mode as blue rectangle or ellipse in
the window “Picture”.
Output OUT4 is positive, as soon as the pattern is detected above the threshold (green frame is shown and
OUT3 is active) and the center of the recognized pattern (green cross in the center of the green frame) is
located inside the blue marked position limits.

6.6.18 DX Max:
Setting of the max. allowed position deviation in X shown in window “Picture“ as width of the blue
rectangle/ellipse

6.6.19 (U) DY Max:
Setting of the max. allowed position deviation in Y shown in window “Picture“ as height of the blue
rectangle/ellipse
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6.6.20 Picture and Pattern, displays and their meaning
In the run mode in “Picture” the following contents are shown
¾
¾
¾
¾

The image content shows the image, that was current during teach (or, if in-between a live image was
acquired, the last live image is displayed)
The red frame represents the original position and size of the measuring field (= pattern) in the center of
“Picture”
If the green frame is shown, the teached pattern was detected. The frame shows the position of the
recognized pattern and its center (green cross).
The blue rectangle or ellipse represents the limits of the allowed position deviation between the found
and the teached pattern. The output OUT4 is active as soon as the green cross in the center is inside the
blue limits.

Position detection with a rectangle

Position detection with an ellipse

Position of the teached pattern =
field of view = red
Position of the found pattern = green
center of the found pattern = green
cross
Limits of the position deviation of the
found pattern = blue

Remark: The content of „Picture“ is not updated in the run mode, only the position of the green frame is
updated which shows the position where the teached pattern is actually found. To get a actual picture please
start LiveMode.
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7 Tests and Setting Up Procedures
Before Teach >> stable images!
Essential for image processing sensor systems is the stable image recording, what leads to a correct and
reliable function. It is important to find a favorable alignment of the sensor to minimize disturbing effects (e.g.
by allowed position deviations of the object, by environmental illumination changes or the like) when
recording the image.
These effects can be analyzed by taking diverse good parts in different allowed positions and illumination
cases (which are likely to occur in future) over the LiveMode on the PC screen. Thereby alignments are
found which especially lead to stable images. This is an enormous advantage in comparison to systems
without any image display possibilities, which have to be parameterized without any visualization and for that
without any possibility of optimization.
Most important points for stable images
Problem
1. Image /grey value variations using
the same object
Visible e.g. at the border of the bright
Description
image region, the grey values are
changing from image to image, although
the scenario stays the same (same
object, position and environmental
conditions)
Select over- or underexposure manually
Measures
>> minimised grey value variation from
image to image (fix manual setting in
SW!) Tilting of the sensor.

2. Object variations using different,
changing good objects
e.g. minimal changes in orientation, position
or reflections on e.g. printed, shiny plastic
part , the imprint appears from time to time
darker or brighter than the background
Adjust perspective by the tilting angle until a
stable image is achieved; Choose the field of
view >> feature as big and reflections as
small as possible.

Besides attention has to be paid when using Pattern Matching: the feature used for good/bad differentiation
should cover as much area of the measuring window as possible, in other words the part of the window
which changes during an not allowed deviation should be preferably big in respect to the whole
measurement window. The position of the feature does not matter, the proportion is important.
When a stable image recording and an appropriate part of the image is found with the methods mentioned
above, the pattern can be teached by the software.
Sketch of proportion: measuring window to feature size
Good
measuring
window

Bad

feature

measuring
window
feature
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7.1

Program Instructions (Pattern Matching)

The most important steps to teach and recognize an object (pattern) with the PC are:
1. Start software (WinSensor.exe in the folder C:\Programme\SENSOPART_FA30)
2. Establish a serial connection. Set parameters in “Connection” to „COM X“ and „AutoFind“ (software
will check all baud rates automatically); Press button “Connect” and wait for a positive feedback in the
window “Operations”.
3. If required, set a higher baud rate (window „Current Config.“, field „Baudrate“) for a faster communication
and parameterization. (The baud rate at the PC will be changed automatically as well)
4. If the object distance is smaller than 100mm, use internal light source. In window “Current Config.”, set
field „Illumination“ to „white“. Object distances higher than 100mm use external light source (see 7.).
Where necessary, change settings of other parameters as well (see 3.5.1).
5. Acquire live images (button „LiveMode“ in window „Pictures“, if necessary set shutter manually) and
align camera on the object (the mounting braket set X makes a fine adjustment possible in X, Y and Z
with ca. +/- 3mm tolerance). After completion of the settings stop the LiveMode with the same button.
6. Start Teach: press button “Teach” in the window „Operations“, afterwards disable again with „Stop“
(same button). If the settings of “Teach shutter” were “On“, an optimal shutter value was automatically
determined during teaching of the pattern. If it was “Off“, the previously chosen shutter value from the
live image mode is taken.
7. Setting the threshold: set “Threshold” slider in window “Current Config“ to a desired value (= tolerance
for level of similarity of the switching output)
8. For the functional testing with the PC set the trigger mode to “Freerun“ in the window “Current Config.“.
9. Start run-mode and check function with good and bad test objects (if necessary, adjust threshold).
10. If function is still not satisfying: enable manual shutter adjustment, set appropriate shutter value in Live
Mode and start Teach again (procedure from step 6 on).
11. If function ok: set back to trigger mode, if there should be used an external trigger signal.
12. In order that the settings are not lost after having disconnected the power supply, press the button
“Save to flash“ (= store in flash memory of sensor) when the desired configuration name is chosen
(“config 1” to “config 5”). (It is possible to store and load up to five configurations (see 3.5.2 and 6.).)
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8 Sensor
8.1

Type Plate

Mat.Nr. XXX-XXXXX
Serial.Nr. XXXXXX

www.sensopart.de, Tel. +49 7673 82131

FA 30 WCM PA OX D12

TOP

Pin Assignment

SET
- (1) Basic

White
Grey
Pink
Yellow
Green
Red
Brown
Blue

(K)
(A)
(F)
(G)
(H)
(J)
(M)
(L)

IN 1
IN 2
OUT 1
OUT 2
OUT 3
OUT 4
+Ub (24VDC)
GND

- (2) Config
- (3) Teach
- (4) I / O
- (5) Level 1
- (6) Level 2

CE

With the “SET” button and the 6 LED’s it is possible to configure the parameters directly with the sensor (s.
Appendix 1).
The “TOP” mark on the Type Plate marks the upper end of the picture.

8.2

Bargraph on the Sensor

Design of the bargraph to display the level of similarity between the current and the teached pattern during
the Run mode.
The 6 built-in LED’s are able to shine in 3 different colors. The bargraph is built by 4 (Off, Green, Yellow,
Red) times 5 LED’s, which are stringed together. As there always only 6 LED’s visible, the whole bargraph is
scrolled, and the LED in the middle shining in another color represents the threshold.
LED´s
Red

Field of view
(scrolling), always 6
LED´s visible

Yellow

Green
Position of the threshold
=> center of field of view
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9 Technical Specifications
Electrical Data
Operating voltage
Residual ripple
Maximum cable length
Current consumption (without I/O´s)
Inputs IN1 / IN2
Input resistance
Trigger input
Output OUT1 ... 4
Output current (per output)
Maximum output current (per output)
Short circuit protection (all outputs)
Inverse-polarity protection
Serial interface
Protection class
Optical Data
Number of pixel, technology

24 VDC +/- 10% (max. 28V)
< 5 Vss
25 m
max. 50 mA
High 10 ... 24V (+10%), Low 0 ... 3V
> 20 kOhm
Rising edge, 10V ... Ub
PNP ( pull up MOSFET)
400mA (>> max. 9,6 W)
1,5 A (in case of short circuit)
yes
yes
RS232 (max. 115.200 Baud, operate only with SPI
programming cable !)
1

Built-in light source
Built-in objective, focal length
Object distance in mm FA30WCM...
Field of view
X * Y in mm
Measuring field normal X * Y in mm
Measuring field wide X * Y in mm

FA30 WCC .... 640 (H) x 480 (V), CCD
FA30 WCM .... 640 (H) x 480 (V), CMOS
8 white light LED´s
12 mm
45
80
120
200
17*13
31*23
47*35
78*59
5*4
10*7
16*12
26*20
10*4
20*7
32*12
52*20

Object distance in mm FA30WCC...
Field of view
X * Y in mm
Measuring field normal X * Y in mm
Measuring field wide X * Y in mm
Depth of focus

45
80
120
13*10
23*17
35*26
4*3
7*5
12*8
8*3
14*5
24*8
ca. +/- 5 % of object distance

Mechanical Data
Length
Diameter
Weight
Vibration
Shock
Operating ambient temperature
Storage temperature
Protection class
Type of connection
Body material

100 mm
30 mm
ca. 100 g
< 3g (11 - 200Hz)
< 50g
0°C .... 45°C (80% air humidity, non-condensing)
-20°C ... 60°C (80% air humidity, non-condensing)
IP 54
Connector, 12 pin, M16
Aluminum

Functions and features
Number of pattern to save (per sensor)
Evaluation modes (see 1.1)

Typical cycle time

BA_FA 30 WCM PA D12_E_030326.doc

200
59*44
20*15
40*15

500 .
197*147
66*49
132*49
500 .
149*112
49*37
98*37

Definition of up to 5 patterns with all parameters
Area test: Contrast
Area test: Grey-Level Threshold
Pattern Matching (Pattern matching/pattern recognition)
with/without position control
min.: 100 ms
typ.: 150-200ms
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10 Pin Assignment and I/O Functions
PIN
K
A

Color
white
grey

F

pink

G

yellow

H

green

J

red

M
L

brown
blue

Name Function
IN 1
EXTERNAL TRIGGER to start the measurement (+ Ub, rising edge)
IN2
Configurable: (with PC or directly at sensor)
ENABLE/DISABLE: Measurement takes place only if Enable active (+Ub, static)
TRIGGER / TEACH: currently without function
SELECT CONF. 1: depending on level at input (IN2) when trigger active, the
configurations 1 or 2 are applied. High = Config 2, Low = Config
1.
SELECT CONF. 2: Sensor counts the trigger pulses during Low level at trigger
input (IN1), and loads the corresponding. If there are more
pulses than the highest configuration number, the highest
configuration is active.
* Attention: After the power supply is switched off, Config. 1 is always active! That
means after re-start choose the desired configuration with the PLC again.
OUT1 READY_1: Active when sensor is ready for measurements in the Run mode. Stays
active during the whole Run mode.
OUT2 READY_2: Active when sensor is ready for measurements in the Run mode. Reset
during the actual measurement.
OUT3 GOOD / BAD PATTERN: Result of the last measurement concerning the pattern
matching. Valid before READY_2 is set again after a measurement.
OUT 4 GOOD / BAD POSITION: Result of the last measurement concerning the position
detection. Valid before READY_2 is set again after a measurement and only if OUT3
is active (i.e. pattern detected).
+Ub
Supply voltage 24VDC
GND Ground supply voltage

11 Sensor Types
The sensor is available for different sizes of the field of view and object distances:
Sensor type 1)
FA 30 WCM PA O12-45.....
FA 30 WCM PA O12-80.....
FA 30 WCM PA O12-100.....
FA 30 WCM PA O12-200.....
FA 30 WCM PA O12-500.....

Object distance mm 2)
45
80
120
200
500

Field of view mm x mm
17 x 13
31 x 23
47 x 35
78 x 59
197 x 147

FA 30 WCC PA O12-45.....
45
13*10
FA 30 WCC PA O12-80.....
80
23x17
FA 30 WCC PA O12-100.....
120
35*26
FA 30 WCC PA O12-200.....
200
59*44
FA 30 WCC PA O12-500.....
500
149*112
1) More types on request.
2) In the case of big object distances (from ca. 100mm on), it can be necessary to use an external light
source.
The typical band of the depth of focus is about +/- 5% of the object distance.
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12 Types and Accessories
Appellation

Mat-Nr.

Type

Area sensor M30, CMOS, Pattern, 45mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CMOS, Pattern, 80mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CMOS, Pattern, 120mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CMOS, Pattern, 200mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CMOS, Pattern, 500mm, 8MB

522-91003
522-91000
522-91004
522-91005
522-91006

FA 30 WCM PA O12-45M2
FA 30 WCM PAO12-80M2
FA 30 WCM PA O12-120M2
FA 30 WCM PA O12-200M2
FA 30 WCM PA O12-500M2

Area sensor M30, CCD, Pattern, 45mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CCD, Pattern, 80mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CCD, Pattern, 120mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CCD, Pattern, 200mm, 8MB
Area sensor M30, CCD, Pattern, 500mm, 8MB

522-91007
522-91001
522-91008
522-91009
522-91002

FA 30 WCC PA O12-45M2
FA 30 WCC PAO12-80M2
FA 30 WCC PA O12-120M2
FA 30 WCC PA O12-200M2
FA 30 WCC PA O12-500M2

Connection cable FA30 ..., 2m, straight
Connection cable FA30 ..., 5m, straight
Connection cable FA30 ..., 2m, 90° angle
Connection cable FA30 ..., 5m, 90° angle
Programming adapter FA30, straight
Programming adapter FA30, 90° angle
Mounting braket set 1 (sensor adapter, plate, angle)
Mounting braket set 2 (Set 1 + clamp)
Mounting braket set 3 (Set 2 + 2x rod + clamping link)
Mounting braket Set 4 (Set 3 + aluminum-plate)

902-51654

External light source, tube 200mm, IP50
External light source, Cube, white 12 LED
External light source, Cube, white 16 LED

902-51662
902-51667
902-51668
902-51655
902-51669
541-11004
541-11005
541-11006
541-11007
525-51122
later available
later available

13 Contents of delivery FA30 .....
-

Sensor incl. built-in light source
PC software incl. instruction manual

14 Drawings
14.1 Sensor

Sensor Ø 30mm, Length 100mm (plus connector)
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14.2 Mounting braket (Set 1 ... 4)
The mounting braket makes a flexible setup and alignment of the sensor on the measuring object possible.
Already with the mounitng braket set 1 an adjustment in X, Y and Z direction of +/- 3mm is feasible, after the
sensor is roughly aligned.
Mounting braket set 1
With the sensor adapter the
sensor can be adjusted +/- 3mm to
each direction X, Y and Z

Mounting braket set 2

Mounting braket set 3
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Mounting braket set 4

15 Appendix 1, Configuration with the Sensor
Type plate with SET button and LED’s (see 4., bargraph see 4.1)
For the handling of the sensor by controls on the sensor itself, the SET button and the 6 LED’s, which shine
in 3 colors, are used.
In the Run mode, the 6 LED’s are used as a bargraph (see 4.1) and show the level of similarity between the
detected and the teached pattern.
The most important steps for teaching and detection of objects with the controls on the sensor are:
Attention: Should be only done after alignment of the sensor with the PC software in LiveMode
1. Start Teach-in (Menu 3.4)
2. Start Run Mode (Menu 1.1),
check function >> find out appropriate threshold with the bargraph
3. Set Threshold (Menu 3.2)
4. Start Run Mode (Menu 1.1)
check function (if necessary, repeat steps 3 and 4)
The position detection and the manual shutter setting can not be activated by the controls on the sensor.
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15.1 A1.2 Menu Structure of sensor controls
In order to get from Run mode to Level 2, press SET button for 5 seconds.
After releasing the button, these LED’s are shining:
- the top green LED (1)
>> Basic-Functions
- the two red LED`s (5 u. 6) >> Level2
Level 1
Level 2
Function selection (Level 3)
Double click „SET“ ⇒

Double click „SET“ ⇒
⇐ press „SET“ 3 sec.

1. Basic-Functions

1.1 Start Run mode
1.2 Load config. X
1.3 Save config. X

⇐ Double click „SET“
(= accept function and go to Level 2
⇐ press „SET“ 3 sec.(=Level 2
without changing the settings)
Display = bargraph (s. 3.1)
1.2.1 -5 Configuration1 -5
..........
1.3.1 -5 Configuration1 -5
............

1.4 Reset current config.
2. Configuration sensor

3. Teach

2.1 Detection methods

2.1.1 Pattern
2.1.2 Contrast.
2.1.3 Grey Level

2.2 Object size

2.2.1 normal fast
2.2.2 wide fast
2.2.3 normal fine
2.2.4 wide fine

2.3 Image size

2.3.1 Center
2.3.2 Full image

2.4 Illumination mode

2.4.1 off
2.4.2 white

3.1 Teach mode

3.1.1 Center
3.1.2 Best region

3.2 Set threshold
3.3 Empty
3.4 Execute Teach
4. I/O configuration

4.1 Fct. 2. output

4.1.1 Enable
4.1.2 Check/Teach
4.1.3 SelectConfig_1
4.1.4 SelectConfig_2

4.2 Trigger mode

4.2.1 Free run
4.2.2 Trigger

4.3 Fct Serial (RS232)

4.3.1 Off
4.3.2 On

4.4 Baud rate (RS232)

4.4.1 9k6
4.4.2 19k2
4.4.3 38k4
4.4.4 57k6
4.4.5 115k2
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16 Appendix, 2 Technology
16.1 A2.1 CCD / CMOS

The FA30 WCC...
consists of a CCD chip for image recording. The CCD allows very short image recording times (down to
1/10.000 sec), but only for grey scale images. This makes it possible to record images of continuously
moving objects with a minimum of distortion. For this reason, the sensor with CCD chip is the standard type
for the present pattern matching (Pattern Matching).
The FA30 WCM...
Consists of a CMOS chip that can also record color images, yet has a relatively long image recording time.
As a color image is not necessary for the pattern matching method and the time consuming image recording
is a disadvantage for dynamic applications, this sensor type is reserved to synchronized or other future
applications.

16.2 A2.2 Depth of focus / object distance

There are sensors with different object distances available. The allowed depth of focus is ca. +/- 5% of the
object distance. Note that if the object distance is bigger than 100mm, an external light source is necessary.
Other object distances bigger than 500mm for special applications are also available on request.

16.3 A2.3 Rotation (measuring object / Pattern Matching)

The Pattern Matching method is only up to +/- 5° tolerant against rotation. This is used in checks of correct
positional arrangement in feeding applications as well as in other rotation monitoring tasks.

16.4 A2.4 Exposure, selective over- or underexposure

The exposure time is with the setting „Teach shutter = On“ automatically determined when teaching the
pattern and is set to a ‘optimal’ value with maximum contrast in the measuring field.
However, for other applications (e.g. minimize disturbances in the image recording to receive stable image
contents) it can be better to select manually an appropriate shutter value in the live image mode. (s. Tests
and Setting Up Procedures). For example with a small overexposure, the grey value dispersion on the image
borders can be minimized and, depending on the object, relevant features can be emphasized or nonrelevant/disturbing features can be mostly eliminated.

16.5 A2.5 Position detection

The position control is an additionally mode in combination with the pattern matching method. The
recognition of the teached pattern works in the whole field of view and is completely tolerant in respect to
translation in X and Y and rotation < +/- 5°.
In order to detect an incorrect position of e.g. a label, although the pattern matching leads to a ‘good’ result,
this mode can be used. As for the position detection the pattern first has to be recognized somewhere in the
field of view, the threshold for the level of similarity between current and teached pattern should be low to
ensure a stable pattern matching. The allowed position deviation in X and/or Y can now be selected by the
two sliders DX max. and DY max. in 20 steps.

16.6 A2.6 Static or dynamic applications

If the objects that have to be checked are stopped for a short time in the process, the static recording should
always be preferred. In the case that a check at continuous movement is inevitable, the sensor should
always be triggered by e.g. a laser light switch to receive good recording results. For dynamic applications,
the FA30WCC... should always be used (see 6 and A2.9).
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17 Appendix 3 Control Description of the PLC Connections
The sensor has two 24 volt inputs and four 24 volt outputs. The function and allocation is given in the function
description. The function of the outputs READY_1, READY_2 and OUTPUT (result) as well as of the input TRIGGER
is always the same and e.g. can be seen in the following diagram. The function of the second input is configurable.
1. Mode : second input = ENABLE // Execution on trigger only, if ENABLE = 1
READY_1
TRIGGER
READY_2
ENABLE
OUTPUT
Result
1
2
3
4
5

–
–
–
6 7 –
8 9 –
10 –
11 –

Æ
Å
Æ
Å
Æ

:
:
:
:
:
:

__-------------------------------------______----____----____----____----______
____----____----____------------____----------------------______--------------__________------__________________-----1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10

11

sensor is switched on READY_1 is active until sensor is switched off
READY_2 becomes active until sensor is busy
trigger signal active, enable is active, image processing starts
READY_2 becomes inactive, because sensor is processing
trigger signal is inactive – this enables a new trigger when READY_2 = 1
new result was produced
READY_2 becomes again active - sensor ready for next processing
- new result valid
another trigger signal
READY_2 again = 0
old result is deleted (after new trigger) -> 0
new result, trigger inactive again
here trigger, whereas ENABLE = 0, therefore no processing, READY_2 = 1
another trigger signal with ENABLE = 1, new processing

In the trigger mode after the first rising edge of the READY_2 signal after a
trigger signal from the PLC the OUTPUT signal is valid and can be latched.
2. Mode : second input switches between first and second configuration
Timing as shown above with the difference that now there is no ENABLE, instead
there is a signal with the same timing, that determines, what happens after the
trigger: image processing with configuration 1 or configuration 2.
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3. Mode : second input selects a configuration by pulses
READY_1
TRIGGER
READY_2
SELCONF
OUTPUT
Result
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

–
–
–
–
–
–

Æ
Å
Æ
Å
Æ

:
:
:
:
:
:

__-------------------------------------------__________________----____----________----____
____----------------____----____--------____-______--__--__--__________________--__________
______________________------______________---1 2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9 10

11

12 13

sensor is switched on, READY_1 becomes active until sensor is switched off
READY_2 becomes active until sensor is busy
first cycle selects next configuration
second cycle selects next configuration
third cycle selects next configuration
TRIGGER active
READY_2 = 0 : busy
TRIGGER back to 0, result created
READY_2 = 1 : finished, result valid
another TRIGGER, same configuration (no cycles)
old result is deleted (after new trigger) -> 0
selection of the next configuration
new TRIGGER ...
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FREERUN :
Additionally to the triggered operation modes mention above, there is a Freerun mode, where image recording and
processing are executed with the maximum frequency. A valid result is directly erased by the next one, i.e. it is valid
during the following measurement – in contrast to the triggered mode (see above), where the trigger signal that starts
the measurement also resets the result output to zero.
Using the Freerun mode it is only reasonable to operate input 2 with the Enable/Disable mode – 1. Mode see above: in
this operation mode the measurement can be stopped and again started by the second input. The particular last result
keeps valid during this interruption.
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